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THE MEYER STORY.

Hi, I'm Aaron Meyer and I established Meyer Vision
back in 2019.
Meyer Vision is an interior design support
business providing multiple services in many
aspects of the design process.
I was born and raised in the Adelaide Hills region
but found myself making the big move to Brisbane
in 2016 to pursue my career in the Interior Design
Industry. I now reside and operate Meyer Vision in
the northern suburbs of Brisbane with my wife
Karina.
Prior to Meyer Vision, I spent 10 years working in
the design, joinery and residential construction
industries. I worked hard on the tools as an
apprentice cabinet maker in Adelaide, from there I
worked my way through the industry and soon
found myself immersed in the technology and
technical aspects of residential projects.
After some years working in various different roles and adventuring around Europe, I was
lucky enough to end up in Brisbane where I spent some years working for a high end
interior design studio. During this time, I refined my technical construction knowledge and
gained the skill set of communicating designs to clients.
It didn't take long until I realised that there was more that I could give to the design industry
and that is when I decided to venture out on my own. The vision I have is to be able to
support the Interior Designer with all technical and visual aspects of the design process.
Combining my experience and in-depth trade knowledge I can help make any Interior
Designer's vision work in the practical world, communicate this to the client with 3D visuals
and even help send detailed drawings to trades.
For all my projects I always use the most up to date version of PYTHA 3D CAD Software. I
have been using PYTHA for almost 10 years now and during this time have developed a
close relationship with the team at PYTHA Partners.
In 2021 I have been fortunate enough to have my wife, Karina, dive into the business to help
with many sectors of the company. Overall, she keeps the business operating behind the
scenes and helps us as a team bring your design projects to life.
We hope you like the portfolio of work that we have put together on this website and if you
would like to engage with us on your next project please contact us!

THE MEYER SERVICES.

Meyer Vision is an Interior Design support
business providing multiple services in the
design process.
We have many years of experience in the
Design, Construction and Joinery industries
so we understand both technical and the
aesthetic needs of a project.
Meyer Vision will Project Manage the
technical components of your next design
including the following:
3D Modelling of the design
3D Realistic Images
3D Walk-through Animations
Australian Standard Drawings
We offer a tailor made solution for all
technical components of the design project.
Depending on how involved you would like
us to be, we can handle the complete
process or simply provide support in any
aspect of the design process.

VISUALISING
THE
UNBUILT

THE MEYER PROCESS - OVERVIEW.

The Process here at Meyer Vision will vary
depending on the scope of work however,
below is an overview of the general process
you should expect from us.
Step 1: Proposal
Step 2: Floor Plans
Step 3: Concept Floor Plans, Elevations and
3D Line Perspectives
Step 4: Revisions
Step 5: 3D Renders/White box Renders/3D
Imagery
Step 6: Revisions
Step 7: Australian Standard Construction
Drawings
Step 8: Project Complete!

THE MEYER PROCESS - DETAILED.

We start by getting a proposal organised, we
break down the costs and allow for revisions
throughout so it is as transparent as possible
and you know that you're completely covered
from the very beginning without any hidden
surprises.
We price all our projects on a per project basis
so we would need a few things from you before
we can prepare a proposal:
Existing photos
Existing floor plans
A brief description of the project, is it a
kitchen, bathroom, multiple rooms or full
home interior?
We will
proposal
for your
you can
require.

provide you with a comprehensive
for the technical services you require
project. We can also break it down so
pick and choose exactly what you

Once we have firmed up the proposal and move
forward with the project, we will send you a
customised checklist of items that we will need
to commence the project.
Once we receive the completed checklist from
you, we begin the process of drawing up the
existing space, whether that be a single space or
full home.
We will begin modelling your design in 3D and
provide concept floor plans, elevations and 3D
line perspectives.

The next step is for us to start your 3D Renders,
this is by far the most exciting part bringing your
ideas into creation.
We can either provide whitebox renders or jump
straight into full photo realistic renders with
styling items applied.
When the design is confirmed and your client is
happy to move into the quotation part of the
project, this is when we will commence producing
the Australian Standard Construction Drawings.
These drawings can include mechanical, joinery &
construction details, structural and/or wall lining
plans.
Project Complete! We will hand over the final set
of construction drawings, renders and 3D files (if
applicable).
We will always be available throughout the
duration of the project to answer any questions
you may have until you're client is enjoying their
new space.
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